FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2024
DRESSAGE JUDGES: NICOLE IVINS, STEPHANIE MASON
DRIVING JUDGE: JESSICA AXEELSSON
NJ BRED DRESSAGE
WESTERN DRESSAGE INTRO 1
WESTERN DRESSAGE INTRO 2
WESTERN DRESSAGE INTRO 3
WESTERN DRESSAGE INTRO 4
WESTERN DRESSAGE BASIC LEVEL TEST 1
WESTERN DRESSAGE BASIC LEVEL TEST 2
WESTERN DRESSAGE BASIC LEVEL TEST 3
WESTERN DRESSAGE BASIC LEVEL TEST 4
DRESSAGE INTRO A
DRESSAGE INTRO B
DRESSAGE INTRO C
DRESSAGE TRAINING 1
DRESSAGE TRAINING 2
DRESSAGE TRAINING 3
FIRST LEVEL DRESSAGE TEST 1
FIRST LEVEL DRESSAGE TEST 2
FIRST LEVEL DRESSAGE TEST 3
OBSTACLE DRIVING A
OBSTACLE DRIVING B(!)
OPEN ROADSTER HORSE TO BIKE (USTA ROADSTER OFF-TRACK SERIES)
OPEN ROADSTER HORSE TO BIKE
NJ BRED IN HARNESS
WAR HORSE IN HARNESS
ROOKIE/GREEN IN HARNESS
NOVICE IN HARNESS
SENIOR IN HARNESS
PLEASURE DRIVING REINSMANSHIP(!)
DRIVE & RIDE CHALLENGE(!)
NOT BEFORE 5:00 PM
WALK/TROT FLAG RACE
JUNIOR FLAG RACE
OPEN FLAG RACE
WALK/TROT BARREL RACE(!)
NJ BRED BARREL RACE
JUNIOR BARREL RACE(!)
SAM MCKEE MEMORIAL OPEN BARREL RACE(!)
15 MINUTE BREAK
WALK/TROT ARENA RACE
JUNIOR ARENA RACE
OPEN ARENA RACE
WALK/TROT POLE BENDING
OPEN POLE BENDING
WALK/TROT KEYHOLE
JUNIOR KEYHOLE
OPEN KEYHOLE
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 2024
JUDGE: SHANE LEDYARD
12 & UNDER ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 2 GAIT
12 & UNDER ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 2 GAIT ADVANCED
12 & UNDER ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 3 GAIT(!)
13-18 ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 2 GAIT
13-18 ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 2 GAIT ADVANCED
13-18 ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 3 GAIT(!)
PACING FOR THE CURE 2 GAIT PLEASURE CHALLENGE
NJ BRED ENGLISH PLEASURE 2 GAIT
NJ BRED ENGLISH PLEASURE 3 GAIT(!)
ROOKIE HORSE ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 2 GAIT
ROOKIE HORSE ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 2 GAIT ADVANCED
ROOKIE HORSE ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE 3 GAIT(!)
GREEN HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 2 GAIT
GREEN HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 2 GAIT ADVANCED
GREEN HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 3 GAIT(!)
NOVICE HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 2 GAIT
NOVICE HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 2 GAIT ADVANCED
NOVICE HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 3 GAIT(!)
SENIOR HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 2 GAIT
SENIOR HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 2 GAIT ADVANCED
SENIOR HORSE ENGLISH PLEASURE 3 GAIT(!)
30 MINUTE BREAK
BEGINNER RIDER EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 2 GAIT
BEGINNER RIDER EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 2 GAIT ADVANCED
BEGINNER RIDER EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 3 GAIT(!)
12 & UNDER EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 2 GAIT
12 & UNDER EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 2 GAIT ADVANCED
12 & UNDER EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 3 GAIT(!)
2 GAIT EQUATION CHALLENGE
13-18 EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 2 GAIT
13-18 EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 2 GAIT ADVANCED
13-18 EQUITATION/HORSEMANSHIP 3 GAIT(!)
19-49 ENGLISH EQUATION 2 GAIT
19-49 ENGLISH EQUATION 2 GAIT ADVANCED
19-49 ENGLISH EQUATION 3 GAIT(!)
50+ ENGLISH EQUATION 2 GAIT
50+ ENGLISH EQUATION 2 GAIT
ROOKIE/GREEN HUNTER UNDERSADDLE 2 GAIT
ROOKIE/GREEN HUNTER UNDERSADDLE 3 GAIT
NJ BRED HUNTER UNDERSADDLE 2 GAIT
NJ BRED HUNTER UNDERSADDLE 3 GAIT
OPEN HUNTER UNDERSADDLE 2 GAIT
OPEN HUNTER UNDERSADDLE 3 GAIT
ROokie/Green Hunter over Crossrails(!)
OPEN HUNTER OVER CROSsRAILS
OPEN HUNTER OVER FENCES(!)
15 MINUTE BREAK | NOT BEFORE 5:00 PM
PUDDLE JUMPER CROSSRAILS
JUMPER 2'(!)
NJ BRED JUMPER 2'
JUMPER 2'3"
JUMPER 2'6"(!)
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2024
JUDGE: KENNIS ‘BUTTONS’ FAIRFAX
SHOWMANSHIP 12 & UNDER
SHOWMANSHIP 13-18
SHOWMANSHIP 19+
SHOWMANSHIP CHAMPIONSHIP (CH/RCH FROM 301-303)
ADOPTABLE HORSE IN HAND CONFORMATION
WAR HORSE IN HAND CONFORMATION
FRESH OFF THE TRACK IN HAND CONFORMATION
NJ BRED IN HAND CONFORMATION
YOUNG HORSE (1-AND-UNDER) IN HAND CONFORMATION
MARES IN HAND CONFORMATION
GELDINGS IN HAND CONFORMATION
STALLIONS IN HAND CONFORMATION
IN HAND CHAMPIONSHIP (CH/RCH FROM 310-312)
30 MINUTE BREAK
LEADLINE WALK ONLY
LEADLINE WALK/TROT
LEADLINE WALK/TROT OFF LEAD(!)
ADOPTABLE HORSE 2 GAIT ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE
ADOPTABLE HORSE 3 GAIT ENGLISH/WESTERN PLEASURE
WAR HORSE 2 GAIT PLEASURE
WAR HORSE 3 GAIT PLEASURE(!)
FRESH OFF THE TRACK 2 GAIT PLEASURE
FRESH OFF THE TRACK 3 GAIT PLEASURE(!)
NJ BRED WESTERN PLEASURE 2 GAIT
NJ BRED WESTERN PLEASURE 3 GAIT
WESTERN PLEASURE 2 GAIT
WESTERN PLEASURE 3 GAIT(!)
WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP 2 GAIT
WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP 3 GAIT
30 MINUTE BREAK - TRAIL SCHOOLING CLOSED
OPEN ROADSTER HORSE TO BIKE CHAMPIONSHIP
FRESH OFF THE TRACK IN HARNESS
TRAIL
RANCH HORSE PLEASURE 2 GAIT
RANCH HORSE PLEASURE PATTERN 2 GAIT(!)
RANCH HORSE PLEASURE 3 GAIT